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About the Interstate Renewable Energy Council

IREC builds the foundation for rapid adoption of 
clean energy and energy efficiency to benefit people, 

the economy, and our planet.



Agenda

• Overview of IREC’s Freeing the Grid project and 
Model Procedures

• Opportunities for Improvement
• 1547-2018 Adoption
• Rule Applicability
• Export Capacity
• Initial Review Screens
• Supplemental Review Screens
• Data Sharing & Transparency
• Upgrade Costs

• Recommendations Summary
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1547-2018 Adoption
Opportunities 

for 
Improvement

Identify a date by which DER projects must comply with IEEE 1547-2018

Define categories and certification requirements

Identify or reference technical requirements and settings (incl. Commission 
oversight)

IEEE 1547-2018 Compliance Date: Section IV.A.1
Technical Requirements: Section IV.A and 

Attachment 9

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS



Adopting IEEE 1547-2018 – Key Considerations
7

 Determine timeline for implementation
 Where will the technical requirements reside?
 Choose categories
 Define default function and settings (or not)
 Voltage regulation impacts (volt-var, volt-watt)
 Process updates (mitigations, settings changes/selection)
 Interconnection Agreements
 Interconnection screens and study
 Communications (capability vs. utilization, pathways, protocols)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Midhat



IREC’s IEEE 1547-2018 Decision Option Matrix
8
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First, select one of two 
options

Category III Ride-Through capabilities must be supported for inverter-based DER. Rotating DER 
must meet Category I Ride-Through capabilities, at minimum

Category II Ride-Through capabilities must be supported by inverter-based DER, at minimum. 
Rotating DER must meet Category I Ride-Through capabilities, at minimum

Then, decide on trip 
settings

Align default settings with 1547

Select other default within 1547 ranges

Abnormal Category

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we are seeing as a trend is to assign Assign Category III (as amended by IEEE 1547a-2020) as the default abnormal operating performance category for inverter-based DER. 
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Select one of two options

Inverter-based DER shall meet reactive power requirements of 1547-2018 
Category B. Rotating DER must meet Category A, and may meet Category B

All DER types (inverter-based and rotating) shall meet reactive power 
requirements of 1547-2018 Category A, and may meet Category B.

Normal Category
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First, select one of five voltage regulation 
capabilities

Adjustable constant power factor is activated

Utilize volt-var without autonomously adjusting Vref

Utilize volt-var with autonomously adjusting Vref

Watt-var is activated

Constant var is activated

Then, decide on default settings
Align default settings with 1547

Select other default within 1547 ranges

What of site-by-site settings?
Specify process for selecting settings on site-by-site basis

Leave process for selecting settings on site-by-site basis undefined

Voltage Regulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can move the last bullets “site-by-site settings” to the process related slidesWhat we are seeing as a trend is to Utilize autonomous volt-var capability in addition to volt-watt functions to mitigate some voltage regulation issues that limit feeder hosting capacityIt is expected to mitigate voltage regulation issues that sometimes limit feeder hosting capacity.  Impact is a potential for lost energy when inverter terminal voltage exceeds 106%.  Possible outcome is a voltage service call



IEEE 1547-2018 
Incorporation 
Into Rules

IREC’s 2023 Model 
Interconnection 
Procedures provide new 
guidance for clearly 
defining technical 
requirements and settings 
in interconnection rules 
and technical documents. 

The new model language and template offer frameworks for 
clarifying technical requirements to help increase efficiency, 

minimize confusion, and reduce costs.

Template included in Attachment 9

Model language included in 
Section IV.A
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Rule Applicability

Explicitly incorporate energy storage as an eligible technology in the state’s   
rules

“Distributed Energy Resource” or “DER” means 
the equipment used by an Interconnection 

Customer to generate, store, manage, 
interconnect, and monitor electricity.

For the purposes of these Procedures, an Energy 
Storage Device can be considered a DER or 

generator.

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

Section I.B.12 and 15 
(Definitions)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Opportunities 
for 

Improvement
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▰ Despite storage’s flexibility, utilities generally assume that a system will export at 100% nameplate 
capacity, 100% of the time. 

Current Default Assumption

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tom



Export Capacity

Define both “nameplate rating” and “export capacity”

Identify acceptable export control methods, including Power Control Systems

Allow certified inverter-based systems up to 50 kW with an export capacity of 25 
kW or higher to be eligible for the Simplified (Level 1) Process without additional 
review

Base Fast Track (Level 2) Process eligibility on export capacity

Definitions: Section I.B.16 (export) and 35 
(nameplate)

Export Control: Section IV.B.3
Technical Requirements: Section IV.A and 

Attachment 9
Fast Track Process: Section III.B

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS

Opportunities 
for 

Improvement
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▰ Export Capacity means the amount of power that can be transferred from the DER to the 
Distribution System. Export Capacity is either the Nameplate Rating, or a lower amount if 
limited using an acceptable means identified in Section 4.10.

▰ Nameplate Rating means the sum-total of maximum rated power output of all of a DER’s 
constituent generating units and/or ESS as identified on the manufacturer nameplate, 
regardless of whether it is limited by any approved means.

▰ Operating Profile means the manner in which the distributed energy resource is designed to 
be operated, based on the generating prime mover, Operating Schedule, and the managed 
variation in output power or charging behavior. The Operating Profile includes any limitations 
set on power imported or exported at the Point of Interconnection and the resource 
characteristics, e.g., solar output profile or ESS operation.

▰ Operating Schedule means the time of year, time of month, and hours of the day designated in 
the Interconnection Application for the import or export of power.

New Definitions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tom



▰ BATRIES Toolkit Recommendations 
╺ Identify export control methods
╺ Reflect export capacity within eligibility limits for the Fast Track and 

Simplified review processes
╺ Modify certain screening and study processes to ensure export-controlled 

systems are accurately evaluated
╺ Consider operating profiles within impact assessments

19

Solution: Update the Evaluation Process to 
Account for Export-Controlled Systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tom



▰ Traditional Controls 
╺ Relies on standard equipment and is typically used for larger 

systems 
╺ Protective Relays
╺ Internal settings (such as through smart inverters)
╺ Probabilistic methods

▰ Power Control Systems

20

Types of Controls
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Current 
Sensor

Control 
Signal

ES Inverter

PV Inverter

Inadvertent Export

8000 W4000 W

Controller

Power Control Systems and Inadvertent Export

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2minOne concept that hasn’t been explored that much in many states is inadvertent export, which can often come into play with export-limited systems.Here we have an example of a power control system to show how inadvertent export can be introduced. Relay systems could also introduce inadvertent export in similar ways.This one is configured as non-export system so the goal is to keep the PV and battery power matching the load.Could have a non-zero limitIn the lower-right corner you can see there are currently 8000W of loads.Say a large load like a clothes dryer turns off dropping the power to 4000W (CLICK)That introduces “inadvertent export” as the energy storage and PV inverters continue to produce the same power for a moment but less power is fed to the loadsThe Power Control System measures that inadvertent export and signals the inverters to reduce power (CLICK)And they do so until there’s no longer any excess export. Typical response times of these systems to reduce power are on the order of several seconds, and can be less than 2 seconds
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Initial Review Screens

 Use 100% of minimum load in the Minimum Load Screen, and base review on 
export capacity

 Adopt an Inadvertent Export Screen

 Adopt a Shared Secondary Transformer Screen that evaluates whether 
aggregated DER export capacity exceeds at least 65% of the transformer 
nameplate rating

Minimum Load Screen: Section III.B.3.a
Inadvertent Export Screen: Section III.B.3.b
Shared Secondary Screen: Section III.B.3.f

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS

Opportunities 
for 

Improvement



• Designed to evaluate generation that could cause reverse power flow
• There is no reverse flow when export is less than minimum load

Impacts

• Voltage (steady-state)
• Thermal
• Operational flexibility
• Islanding

Implementation

• 100% of min load vs. 15% of peak
• Daytime minimum load vs. overall 

minimum
• Selection of line section
• Export vs. Nameplate
• Incorporation of Hosting Capacity Analysis 

(HCA)

Penetration Screen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first screen - penetration screen. We use the screen to identify generation that could cause reverse power flow. Reverse power flow only happens when supply is greater than demand, meaning, for reverse power flow to happen, the generator has to be more than the minimum loadIn many ways, this is considered as almost catch all impacts, and a proxy screen to evaluating impacts related to:Steady state voltageThermalOperational flexibilityProtection – IslandingFailing this screen does not mean the DER introduces issues to all the impacts mentioned, all it means is that failing the screen it probably triggers a review of the mentioned impacts.How the screen is implemented has evolved over the years. In the past, over 20 years ago, utilities used to only track peak data. At that time, It was determined that 15% of peak can be used as estimate for reverse flow for this screen. So, absent of substation metering data on minimum load, utilities relied on this proxy value that used peak penetration. The truth is, 15% is very conservative - maybe for a handful of feeders, it could be a close estimate, but for majority of feeders – the closest to true value is probably in the 20% range, and for some feeders – it could even be 30% or more.Nowadays, thanks to investments in advanced metering, utilities easily locate hourly peak and minimum data. So, utilities, rather than relying on a proxy value – they have transitioned to using 100% of minimum load.Some jurisdiction have not transitioned to 100%, some have, some have put date certain for transition in their rule.In your handout – You can find the actual Rule language, and included there is both language for FERC SGIP and the IREC Model Rule. You will see that FERC SGIP still uses the 15% of peak.On the contrary – The Model rule uses 100% min load and uses export capacity instead of nameplate, which would account for DERs that uses approved export control means.Also, when it comes to implementation, how that minimum load is implemented is important. In the case of solar, you want to compare your PV peak to the daytime minimum load so you identify the full effect of the reverse flow. Meaning, it is inaccurate to compare peak solar that happens during the day, to a minimum load that happens in the middle of the night. On the other hand, in the case of BATRIES, which can dispatch anytime – the relevant minimum of load of concern may be at night.When it comes to implementation – it is important to consider impact at the line section line sectionTo reiterate - If a generator, implement export controls using an approved control means, the export capacity are to be used in the impact consideration of this screen. If no export controls are used, then nameplate capacity are to be usedFinally, the Incorporation of HCA to the penetration screen is considered in some jurisdictions. CA compares the DER nameplate rating to the 576 hosting profiles generated from their ICA.
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2.2.1.3 For interconnections that can introduce Inadvertent Export (IE)* greater 
than 250 kW. The IE should not cause a change in medium voltage exceeding 
3%. Voltage change will be estimated applying the following formula: 

* Calculated IE as the nameplate rating – export capacity

New Inadvertent Export Screen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tom
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“If the proposed DER is to be interconnected on a single-phase shared secondary, the aggregate generation capacity 
on the shared secondary, including the proposed generating facility, shall not exceed”
Some states and UT use “20 kW”
Some states use “65 % of the transformer nameplate power rating” or “the transformer or secondary conductor 

rating”

The existing shared secondary transformer screen says

• What is the likelihood of overvoltage occurring?
• Should the screen stay conservative as is?
• Should there be alternate methods for screening with voltage regulation?

The existing screen may not reflect voltage regulation (i.e., volt-var settings) activated by the 
DER. Assuming voltage regulation settings is activated by default settings:

• Change “generation capacity” to “export capacity”

This screen evaluates impact from reverse flow, so it should reflect export limits:

Secondary Transformer Screen



Supplemental 
Review Screens

Presenter Notes
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Supplemental Review Screens

Update Supplemental Review process with specified screens, including:
• A Minimum Load Screen that evaluates whether aggregated DER export 

capacity is less than 100% of minimum load

• A Voltage and Power Quality Screen that evaluates voltage regulation 
compliance, voltage fluctuation based on limits defined by IEEE 1547, and 
harmonic levels that meet IEEE 1547 limits at the Reference Point of 
Applicability

• A Safety and Reliability Screen based on export capacity

• Bonus: Supplemental Grounding Review

Minimum Load Screen: Section III.C.3.a
Voltage and Power Quality Screen: Section III.C.3.b

Safety and Reliability Screen: Section III.C.3.d
Supplemental Grounding Screen: III.C.3.c

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS

Opportunities 
for 

Improvement



Data Sharing and 
Transparency
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Opportunities 
for 

Improvement
Data Sharing & Transparency

Require screen results to be provided in a detailed format - size of transformer 
and how many other homes/businesses are connected to it

Allow customers to request a pre-application report for up to $500

Screen Results: Sections III.A.5, III.B.5, and III.C.2
Pre-Application Report: Section II

2023 Model Interconnection 
Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Detailed Screen Results Example
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▰ Customer requests data for specific Point 
of Interconnection

▰ Typically cost ~$300 per report

▰ Utilities typically respond with data in 10 
business days

Pre-Application Report



Upgrade Costs
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Upgrade Costs

Create a mechanism to enable customers to share the cost of grid upgrades, such 
as group studies, fixed fees, etc.

Group Study: Section I.D.6
2023 Model Interconnection 

Procedures

RECOMMENDATIONS

Opportunities 
for 

Improvement



What is a Group Study?

35

• Study projects one at a time

• Projects studied in queue order

• Upgrade costs paid by cost causer

• Study groups of projects together

• Group shares study and upgrade 
costs

Serial Studies Group Studies



Cost Sharing

▰ Minnesota has fixed fees for small generators
▰ New York has a broad cap 
▰ New Mexico has a group study option

╺ The updated rules allow the NM Commission “to consider, on a case-by-case 
basis, whether a particular situation may be eligible for cost-sharing 
(whether among similarly situated applicants or in rates).”

36



Cost Sharing Example

37

▰ Xcel MN: <40kW, $200 fee

Credit: Xcel Energy



Thank you!

Please reach out if you 
have any questions  

Brian Lydic
brian@irecusa.org

To download our 
resources, go to: 

Dave Golembeski
davidg@irecusa.org

freeingthegrid.org

irecusa.org



IREC Resources
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What is Freeing 
the Grid?

Freeing the Grid is a 
joint initiative of IREC 
and Vote Solar that 
grades states on 
critical policies that 
help to increase clean 
energy adoption and 
access to the grid. 

Interconnection 
Grades

Net Metering 
Grades

Graded 37 states plus 
Washington, D.C. and 
Puerto Rico

Evaluated interconnection 
rules based on 56 scoring 
criteria

Freeingthegrid.org



Overview of IREC’s 
Model Interconnection 
Procedures

IREC's Model 
Interconnection Procedures 
reflect evolving best 
practices for interconnecting 
distributed energy resources 
to the grid in a manner that 
is fair, efficient, and 
maintains grid safety and 
reliability.

2009 2013 2019 20232005

Updated Every 4-6 Years

How Are They Developed?

State Regulatory Engagement Collaborative Projects



Identify interconnection challenges, 
best practices, and opportunities for 

rule improvements

How to Use 
Freeing the 
Grid and the 
Model 
Procedures

FTG

UT
Rules

Use the model language in IREC’s 
Model Interconnection Procedures to 
update your state’s interconnection 

rules and practices 

Revisit your 
interconnection 
procedures regularly to 
ensure they are keeping 
up with evolving as well 
as emerging practices for 
streamlining grid 
connection processes.
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BATRIES Project Snapshot

Objective
Reduce interconnection 
soft costs and time for 
distribution-connected 
standalone storage and 
solar-plus-storage projects 
by identifying and 
developing solutions to 
regulatory and technical 
storage interconnection 
barriers

Outcome
A nationally-applicable 
Toolkit of solutions for 
regulators, utilities, and 
storage developers, 
including model 
interconnection procedure 
language, that applies to 
diverse states and markets

Timeframe
3 years:
• Year 1: Produce a Roadmap 

to guide Toolkit 
development

• Year 2: Develop Toolkit

• Year 3: Training & Education 
of key stakeholders

To download the Toolkit, go to:
energystorageinterconnection.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Radina
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BATRIES Project Team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Radina



IEEE 1547-2018 
Adoption

IREC has developed two 
IEEE 1547-2018 
resources that can help 
stakeholders understand 
the policy considerations 
related to the Standard 
and streamline the 
adoption process.

IEEE 1547-2018 Implementation

Technical Time-Intensive Many Decision Points 

IREC IEEE 1547-2018 Resources

Go to irecusa.org

Decision Options Matrix for 
IEEE 1547-2018 Adoption

Making the Grid Smarter: 
Primer on Adopting the New 

IEEE 1547-2018 Standard
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